ASEA Gel: A Wonderful Skin Renewal Substance

The Asea Gel may be considered a face lift in a bottle. The gel is a potent exposure of the
skin to the Redox Molecules. Many skin conditions may heal when applied topically; ailments
related to the joints may benefit in a healing also. The facial structure will regrow providing a
renewal that is amazing for many to witness. The gel appears to foster an amazing reversal in
time for most using it. The gel itself is so gentle you can put it under the eyes, in the nose to
foster relief of the sinuses, and in the ears to foster relief of earaches.
ASEA gel can also be applied to most skin disturbances with a rapid-fire change. Joint
aches and pains or arthritic conditions may be renewed and revived back into their health. Light
wave mindset development requires the nerves of the body to regrow. Sometimes the joints ache
or swell not unlike arthritic conditions when it is really nerve regrowth that is occurring. Using
the ASEA gel will speed up the process through which the nerve joints may regrow concluding
the discomfort more rapidly through time.

The ASEA gel restores the beauty of the blueprint of your divine face through time.
Redox Molecules are like pure Liquid Love. The Liquid Love bathes the face, skin and biology
in a substance that renews and revitalizes the health and beauty of you. Falling in love also
fosters this too. For those who are not in love, ASEA is perhaps a kind support until the real
beloved arises in your life stream. You can add a few drops of rose hip seed oil to the ASEA gel
and apply to the face as a lubricant that supplements the goal of emerging into your divine
blueprint through time.

If you would like to know more about ASEA, please write to Asur’Ana at:
asurana@aligningwithearth.com

If you would like to register as an associate
or purchase ASEA, please use the registration link
upon Asur’Ana’s ASEA web page at:

https://asurana.myasealive.com/

